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Source: European Data Market Study 2018, European Commission (calculated pro rata based on GNP); The age of data analytics, McKinsey Institute; INNOPAY analysis

The “data-economy”, with data sharing as important pillar, has 
significant societal and economical potential

(SME) companies acknowledge potential of 
data sharing, but also face challenges in 
realisation

Data sharing between 
companies is predominantly 
being done in unstructured 
fashion

SMEs see lots of potential in 
applying data sharing

A number of known 
challenges are blocking 
realisation
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Data sharing can happen in different ways, for our economy and 
society it is best if we can avoid data monopolies
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+1% economic growthData monopoliesHigh Transaction Costs
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Several initiatives that focus on specific domains emerge; 
collaboration required for cross-sectoral value creation is lacking

Most data sharing initiatives focus on specific sectors or domains

Healthcare 
domain

Mortgages 
sector

Financial 
domain

Logistics 
sector

Cross-sectoral data sharing provides new opportunities and use cases

Optimise charging of electrical trucks

Simplify balancing power grid balance 
through coupling with IoT-devices  

Increase export efficiency of 
agricultural products

Insurance 
sector

Agriculture 
sector

Collaboration between individual data sharing initiatives will unlock 
significant value creation through cross-sectoral data sharing

Examples
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A collaboratively created Trust Framework enables interoperability 
between initiatives and thus drives cross-sectoral data sharing (1/2)
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A collaboratively created Trust Framework enables interoperability 
between initiatives and thus drives cross-sectoral data sharing (2/2)
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Building block that adheres to Trust Framework

Building block that is specific for sector or domain

Interoperability
through Trust 
Framework

Interoperability
through Trust 
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Example
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`

Ongoing iterative process will result in a harmonisation canvas 
that details scope and guiding principles for Trust Framework

…towards a canvas v1.0...

Contents:
1. Business model
2. Governance
3. Operational agreements
4. Legal agreements
5. Data standards
6. Exchange protocol
7. Cybersecurity
8. Metadata
9. IAA

v0.1 v0.3 v0.5 v0.7 v0.9

An iterative process with 
participating members based 

on use cases…

…detailing Trust Framework 
scope and guiding principles
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Converge and plan

H2 2021H1 2020

2020 2025

For 18 months, coalition works together to lay the foundation for a 
Trust Framework in the “converge and plan” phase

Converge and plan phase: 
Scope of the current project

Execute and scale up

Full lifecycle data sharing coalition

H2 2021 H2 2025
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2025Execute and scale upConverge and plan

Three collaboratively defined objectives drive our activities in the 
“converge and plan” phase of the data sharing coalition

Define and realise 
cross-sectoral use 

cases of data sharing

Determine 
harmonisation potential 

between data sharing 
initiatives

Drive knowledge sharing 
and communication
about value of (cross-
sectoral) data sharing

1 2 3

Converge and plan phase

2020
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We are already planning for the scale up phase, in collaboration with 
the Open Science (Future Data) initiative
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2026Execute and scale upConverge and plan

Scale up

2020

FOR DISCUSSION 

PURPOSES ONLY
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Use cases in the Data Sharing Coalition are selected based on 
seven criteria

Cross-sectoral
Use case aims to realise the sharing of structured data between organisations in different sectors

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Many-to-many
Use case has the end goal to enable many-to-many transactions between sectors

Realistic
It is realistic to execute the use case within 18 months

Promote data sovereignity
Use case ensures that rightful owner is in control over who can access data, under what conditions, for what purpose

Diversity
Use case addresses specific challenges and offers new insights to the coalition on the nine building blocks

Creates true value
Use case creates significant value for parties sharing data (new product, clear efficiency gains, etc.))

Ethical and societal
Use case is ethical and societally acceptable and ensures privacy ands competition
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For discussion: how can we involve DTLS and its members and 
work on a relevant use case?

Value creation from data sharing does not stop at 
(industry) borders… …and there is still time to board this moving train

The data sharing coalition is an 
open, growing initiative. A wide 
range of organisations can play a key 
role in the success of the coalition

• How can we create a (cross-
sectoral) use case with DTLS?

• How to work towards a private / 
public data sharing use case?

www.datasharingcoalition.eu
info@datasharingcoalition.eu


